NMAMIT, Nitte – Inaugurated MIC in the Campus
Microsoft Innovation Centers (MICs) are state of art technology facilities for collaboration on innovative research, technology or software solutions, involving a combination of government, academic and industry participants.

Microsoft and partners in each community work together to operate the MICs, which are centers open to students, professional software developers, IT professionals, entrepreneurs, and academic researchers. While each Center tunes its programs to local needs, they all provide similar content and services designed to accelerate technology advances and stimulate local software economies through skills and professional training, industry partnerships and innovation.

The inaugural function of Microsoft Innovation Center was held on the April 2014 at NMAMIT, Nitte by Mr. Mark D'Souza, Director-Audience Marketing, Microsoft. In his inaugural Speech he mentioned about the benefits of having MIC in the Campus, computing device interfaces with voice, gesture and emotion analysis from the images.

Prof. Naveen D Chandavarkar welcomed the gathering and read the Microsoft Ed-Vantage campus activity report followed by the presidential talk by Dr. Niranjan N Chiplunkar, principal, NMAMIT, Nitte. In his presidential talk he mentioned about localization of software and opportunities student will get having the MIC in the campus. He distributed prizes for the students certified MCP-web Apps. Dr. I R Mithanthaya, Vice principal and Dean academic proposed the vote of thanks. Prof. Venugopala PS was the master of ceremony. Prof. Naveen D Chandavarkar and Mr. Rajeevan KV co-ordinated the function. This program was followed the inauguration of MIC Lab and Conference hall at new EDC block, 1st floor.